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The Prophet of Mulbek Gompa

(Plates 54 and 55)

O n a day late in October 1944, I was with a group of fighter pilots on
the Ladakh side of the Zoji La. A cold and biting wind blew straight

down the valley, rattling the wooden shutters of our caravanserai where a
pine log fire warmed the main room. The wind whipped down the sooty
chimney, frequently filling the dwelling with smoke, making eyes smart
and shed salt tears. A good strong smell of frying eggs and soya links was
mixed with that of wood smoke, damp clothes, steaming leather boots and
body sweat. Outside the wind was increasing in its strength and ferocity,
blowing great globs of snow almost horizontally to the east from whence
appeared a line of pack mules and many men. With heads down against
the cutting wind and cold of snow, they forced their way along the track to
the rest house at Matayan. When the line of travellers arrived, I was
delighted to recognise my friends Harry Tilly and Gordon Whittle who
were returning with their party from a journey to the Wakka-Chu, and to
the Buddhist gompa of Mulbek.

The gompa of Mulbek! Later, I came to know it well. The path to the
gompa, which is steep and lined with prayer-flags, winds behind the back
of the aiguille before leading to the door of the monastery. The gompa was
built on a massive block of limestone laid down over 200 million years
earlier when the subcontinent of India was close to Antarctica and slowly
moving northwards in the Tethys sea. The 'red hat' lamas are members of
a sect which practises a lamaism less strict than those who wear the yellow
hat, for they still retain some of the customs of the earlier Bon religion of
Tibet. Their long robes are the colour of old red wine, and on their feet
they wear a special type of cratpa (felt boots) with turned-up toes and calf
length uppers of brilliant crimson colour.

Neither of the lamas who received me when I first visited the monastery
spoke Hindustani and no method of communication was possible, but their
gestures were friendly, their faces all smiles and I followed them into the
flat-roofed building. Light filtered into passages through narrow wood
framed slits and lit up rows of wooden prayer-wheels, wooden drums with
a central spindle round which the drum can revolve. The hollow drum is
filled with carefully folded papers on which have been printed many
Buddhist prayers. A light touch of the rmger causes these to revolve, and
each turn of the wheel is the equivalent of saying many thousands of prayers.
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Wheels vary greatly in size, type and colour and some which are little
larger than a bobbin are held in the hand. This type have drums made of
copper embossed with lively lotus patterns, figures of Buddha and the prayer
Om Mani Padme Hum. As the band rotates clockwise the drum turns and a
chain with a piece of lead attached swings outward, helping the rotation by
centrigugal force. Larger wheels, some of them twenty feet high, are turned
by water-power. Bright colours are popular, though sometimes in this and
similar monasteries age and neglect have turned them to a dull brown.
From Ladakh to Sola Khumbu and beyond they have the same in con
struction and meaning, and, like the torcho or the chorten, symbolise to
the traveller the high mountain and plateau country of Central Asia.

The passageway led off into a room smelling strongly of rancid butter
which was burning in small brass goblets - a tiny wick giving forth a small
amount of light. Clothed Buddhas and idols were placed side by side in
rows, one above the other. Cymbals, drums, flutes and huge ten-foot trum
pets (Saung Daungs) littered the floor. Ceremonial masks covered the walls.
It was a dusty room conveying an"'atmosphere of great age.

The drone of a voice attracted me to another small ill-lit alcove. Again
butter lamps were burning, this time by a small table on which was propped
a gompa book. A sharp-eyed, bald-headed monk sat cross-legged by the
book, reading aloud at tremendous speed. His was a chanting voice that
maintained one note, dropping only slightly at the end of a sentence or a
page. Occasionally there was a bubbly, sucking noise; the monk swallowed,
paused for a moment and then the rustle of paper indicated the turning of
a page. Here time was of no importance.

After we had fed Harry and Gordon and provided them with steaming hot
mugs of tea, Harry told us of their visit to the gompa and of their meeting
with the Head Lama. Whilst in a trance he had told them that in the fol
lowing year (1945) the war in the west would end, with the defeat of
Germany. A less credible part of the prophecy was that the war in the east
would also end in the same year and, most dramatically, with the use of a
weapon that would be catastrophic in its power. It was a strange story and
one not easy to believe. Even so, Tilly's description of Mulbek, of butter
tea and gompa books, devil masks, incense shrines and images of Buddha,
made me want to visit that distant place and meet the man of prophecy.

I did so on several occasions, but it was in August 1945, when I had
returned to Kashmir again, that the improbable prophecy came true. I had
been with Bill Starr on a mountain reconnaissance in the Matayan area of
Ladakh. We had been attracted by a beautiful pyramidal-shaped peak at
the head of the Matayan nullah. Something about its purity of line and the
virgin innocence of its snows drew us like a magnet. We climbed it by the
north ridge and, despite the lack of gripping technical problems, each foot
of ascent set our spirits soaring. Strangely, that day we both felt an
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exceptionally strong sense of freedom and exhilaration; then finally at the
summit a peace that all mountains of age, durability and isolation can give.

We found a cairn built by Gordon Whittle and Ralph Stokoe and realised
that this was none other than 'Cumberland Peak' of which they had made
the first ascent the year before. To the north we could see the Karakoram,
the highest points disappearing into a cloud base at some 24,OOOft, and
were elated at making this second ascent - the first by the north ridge.
Quietly we added stones to the cairn that linked us with our friends and
reminded us of days shared with them on other mountains.

A few days later, on 19 August, we sat cooling our feet in the cold glacial
waters of the Sind River below Gund. A pale-faced group of young men,
air crews fresh out from Britain, walked towards us along the dusty track.

'Hi! What's the latest news of the war?', we asked, having been a week
away in Ladakh.

'Don't you know?' they exclaimed, 'the war ended four days ago!'
'But that's impossible! How?'
'A bomb! Enormously powerful. Catastrophic! At one blast it destroys

whole towns or cities. Two Japanese cities, Nagasaki and Hiroshima, have
been totally demolished and the Japs ended the war before more bombs
could be used. Yes - it's all over!'

It was a hot summer's day in the Sind valley with the sun blazing down
from a clear azure sky, but I felt the hairs curl on the back of my neck. I
remembered the evening in Matayan the previous year, and the recounting
of the prophecy by the Head Lama of Mulbek, as told to Harry and Gordon.
suddenly it was cold, as if a chill wind was blowing out from the barren
lands to the east.

'Which was the day the war ended?' I asked.
'On the 15th of August,' was the answer - and I realised it was the day

we had climbed Cumberland Peak and experienced such a great sense of
freedom and peace.

I have told the story of the prophecy to many people and it has never
failed to impress. Though inexplicable, it is true!



54. Mulbek Gompa, Ladakh, in 1987. Built on a massive block of limestone, it is approached
by a steep path, lined with prayer-flags, which winds behind the back of the aiguille.
(John Jackson) (P225)

55. Buddhi~t Lamas and an apprentice monk at Mulbek. Robes the colour of old red wine.
(John Jackson) (P225)
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